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ABSTRACT

Steady shear viscosities and dynamic moduli of polymer composites, consisting (if

combinations of crosslinked beads and matrices of polystyrene (PS) and pulymeithacrylates

(PMA), are measured in a cone and plate tleoineter. Viscosities and moduli were very sensitive

'-j chemical composition. Crosslinked beads of identical composition to the niatrix exhibited the

lowest viscosity enhancements at low shear rates and the lowest moduli in d)namiiic medlanital

analysis. The effects of bead concentration on theological behavior were compared for PS and

PMMA beads in a PMMA matrix. PMMA beads produce small effects, whereas, PS41eads yielded

highly non-Newtonian systems in PMMA, showing a yield stress of 11010 Pa at 30 wt% filler

loading, and dynamic moduli independent of frequency. We suggest that theological bchavior

reflects the state of dispersiun of beads in the matrix. Beads identical in composition to the ilatt ix

yield uniform dispersions. We propose that unifonn and stable bead dispersions exhibit the lowest

viscosity and moduli. Beads that cluster in the matrix, such as PS beads in PMMA, exhibit higuhly

non-Newtonian behavior.

ITO %il1111l all corrcsltn lice shmul be adthrc:m d.
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INTRODUCTION

Particulate fillers are often used to cnhance the physical properties of pulymers for (lie

preparation of commercial plastics and rubbers. I owever, the incorporation of fillers liters [lie

flow behavior or rhcology of filled polymers, imposing constraints oiln aterial p)rocessing. A basic

understanding of the rheology of filled polymers is of great scientific interest and has imiportant

practical implications 11-4].

Ordinarily, tie addition of fillers increases the steady shear viscosity of polymer mielts. At

low concentrations of filler, many polymers preservc a Newtonian plateau inl viscosity, exhibited

at low shecar rates. However, at high filler loadings, the viscosity may become non-Newtiian at

all shear rates and unbounded a t low shear stress, showing a yield phenomienon. We have reported

onl the rhecology of model polymer composites consisting of polystyrene filled with inonodisperse

crosslinked polystyrene beads [5J.

The imp~ortance of filler/matrix interactions has been demionstiated by examtining the effects

of coupling agets and surface treatmients on thie rheological behavior of filled systcms. Cotpling

ageniq are believed to concentrate ai the interface between filler and miatrix and increase the

adhiesion- Conlplng agents have been used to redii~e the mielt viscosity of filled polypropylene 16-

91. For example, a tilanate cotipling agent enhla"nced(lie compatibility f inlorgalic hllem s will;

116whom all corienpomidesce shouald be addlressed.
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polypropylene, perhaps, improving the dispersion of isolated filler particles, and reducing the melt

viscosity [81. However, the acldition of specific coupling agents could change the melt viscosity

of polymer composites containing glass beads, In either direction, or not at all 17, 91. Apparently,

coupling agents do not, necessarily, improve the dispersion of filler ptaticles.

Similarly, the surface treatment of inorganic fillers effects rheological changes. Surface

treatment of CaCO3 filler produced reductions in both viscosity and yield stress in filled

polystyrene [8, 10j. It was inferred that a surface coating reduced the interaction between filler

particles and, so, reduced particle aggregation [ 10]. An aggregation of filler particles leads to

increases in melt viscosity, yield stress and dynamic moduli [11-15]. The dynamic moduli of

polymer composites were affected by the surface treatment of fillers [16, 171. In fact, the surface

treatment of 15 prm stainless steel spheres affected the rheology of polyethylene composites 118 1.

A reduction of viscosity occurs if surface treatment acts to wet and disperse the filler. An increase

in viscosity will occur if surface treatment increases the adhesion between filler and polymer. Both

processes can occur simultaneously, if the filler particles are submicron and have a tendency to

fonn loose agglomerates. A decreased aggregation of silica, in suspensions in low molecular

weight analogs of elastomers [19], results fromi modification of the surface of silica by grafting.

Newtonian or yield behavior could be controllably produced in coal slurries, by varying particle

interactions by charging the surface charge density or the ionic strength of the mcdium 1201. A

yield phenomenon was observed when cjal particles do not repel, while a minimum viscosity

results when the suspenion is close to a transition from attractive to repulsive particle interaction

[20].

Changes il, die nature and molecular weight of the polymer matrix, also, affect the rheology

of composites. The effects of filler are enhanced by reducing the matrix viscosity [211 and the

pseudoplastic flow of susrensions increased with decreasing matrix viscosity [221. A model of

interparticle interaction, via entanglement, of polymer molecules adsorbed on the filler surface,

has been proposed 1231. Matrix polarity strongly affects the non-Newtonian behavior of
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interactingparicles [24]. Graphite suspensions are substantially more pseudoplastic, and cxhibit

a higher power lawifideg, than polystyrene bead suspensions. The pseudoplasticity, or-sensitivity

to shear rate, of graphite suspensions increases with decreasing liquidpolarity. This behavior was

attributed to increased interparticle van der Waals interaction with reduced medium polarity.

lhe rheological behavior of suspensions of crosslinked polymeric beads in polymer solutons

or low molecular weight liquids has been reported [25-30]. The steady flow and dynamic

viscoelastic properties of dispersions of crosslinked polystyrene beads of various sizes in

polystyrene solutions wer- studied [251. A yield stress was observed to increase with increasing

bead content, decreasing bead size and increasing polystyrene concentration in solution, factrs

that enhance bead-bead interaction and aggloineratiou. The viscoelastic bWhaviu of conentrtated

suspensions of grafted polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) beads was examined 1261. A sharp

transition in dynamic viscosity is shown over a narrow frequency range. It was suggested that a

reduction in bead packing density occurred, allowing dynamic shear flow. Similar studies of

PMMA beads dispersed in silicone fluids demonstrated distinct types of theological behavitr

depending on matrix molecular weight [27J. A recent study reports on the theology of dispersiolns

of crosslinked polystyrene beads in polystyrene solutions [28]. A yield stress observed in creep

experiments is of a magnitude calculated for a bead superstructure. In steady shear flw at higher

shear rates, the viscosity approaches a Newtonian plateau as the agglomerated bead structure is

decomposed. The rate of shear-induced flocculation of polystyrene spheres in hydroxyethyl

cellulose solutions was affected by the viscoelasticity of the suspending medium t291. At shear

rates at which elasticity dominates relative to % ibcous forces, flocculation rates were found to be at

least an order of magnitude less than those expected for suspensions in a Ncwtonian fluid. The

rheology of suspensions of inonodisperse PMMA particles with a ch..,nically attached stabilizer

layer has been reported [30]. The ratio between the particle radius and stabilizer layer thikness

was changed between 5 and 61. At high values of this ratio, Brownian hard sphere behavior is

exhibited. At lower values, deviations in theological behavior are assigned to a soft st abilizer

layer.
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In order to elucidate die interactions of polymeric fillers and matrices, we have extended

research on bead filled polymers 15, 3 1] to include polymethacrylate beads and matrices. In this

paper, we report on the effects of incorporating polymneric beads of different compositions, ill a

series of polymeric matrices, on thc steady shear viscosity and dynamic moduli.

E XPIMENTAL DETAILS

Materials

Polystyrene (PS) was obtained from Dow Chemical Co. and has an average molecular weight

(M,) of 250,000, ascertained by gel permecation chromatography (GPC, Waters) calibrated with

monodisperse polystyrene standards. Polyniethyl incthacrylate (PMMIA) was purchased fiouni

Scientific Polymer Products, Inc. and has A. = 36,000, as determined by GPC with P'MMA

standards. Polybutyl niethacrylate (PBMA) was also purchased from Scicentific Polymier Pitjduc~s

and gives Rw = 170,000 by GP1C, with PMMA stan~dards. Iliese p~olymers were used as maturices

in the preparation of filled coiniosites.

Crosslinked monodisperse polymer beads of controlled size (0.4 ± 0.05 gim diameter by

scanning electron microscopy) synthesized in emnulsifier-free emulsion polymecrization 131, 321,

were used as filler particles. Beads were crosslimiked by copolymerization with 2 niolc% divinyl

benzene (DVII) for the PS beads or 2 niolc% ethylene glycol diiethmacrylate (EGUMA) for time

polymetliacrylate beads.

Sample Preparation

Powdered filler particles are added to a molten (matrix) polymer containing anttioxidant 1331

in the mixing chamber of a Brabender Plasticorder and mnixed at elevated temperatures, upl to

175T, for 15 minutes at equal time intervals of 50 and 100 rpmn. Mixed samiples ar.-- placed inside

a flat concentric circular mold and compression molded at 175'C and 1.5 X 107 pa in at Dake
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Hydraulic Press for 15 minutes and thencooled'to room temperature.

Rheology

Steady shear viscosity and first normal stress difference of molten composites are measured

at 200"C for PS and PMMA composites or at 150"C for PBMA composites with a Weissenberg

Rheogoniometer, in a cone and plate geometry. The bottom platen is a cone of 5 cm diameter and

0.034 radian (2') cone angle. The top platen is a 5 cm diameter flat disk. The naxiinuin range of

shear rates varies from 1.4 x 10-3 to 14 sec t . We have also recorded the stress oulput as a function

of time. The instrument compliance is calculated to be very small. Storage and loss moduli wczc

also measured for the same systems at 150 and 200C. For dynamic mechanical aualysis, the colic

is subjected to forced sinusoidal oscillations. The strain amplitude is 5%. The sinusoidal shcar

generated by the oscillating cone transmits a torque via the sample to the top platen, whidi is

constrained by a torsion bar, and oscillates with different amplitude and phase. The range of

frequencies used is 2 x 10-3 to 20 Iz.

RESULTS

The steady shear viscosity as a function of shear rate of polystyrene (PS), filledwithi 20% of

crosslinked polymeric beads, is illustrated in Figure 1. Storage and loss moduli at vaious

frequencies for these systems are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. If a lower molecular

weight PS matrix (Rw - 76,000) is used fui these composites, both steady shear viscosity and

dynamic moduli of filled systems are enhanced nuch more, in comparison to pure PS, by the

inclusion of polymeric beads, than the system illustrated. lowever, while beads of diffcicnt

composition showed the same trends as those illustrated, low molecular weight PS composites,

filled with beads of different compositions, arc not as easily distinguishable, theologically. lI all

cases with the PS matrix, polybutyl niethaciylate (PBMA) beads produced the largest increases in

steady shear vis,.:osity at low shear rates and in dynamic moduli. With the lower molecular weight

PS matrix, PS and polymethylnethuacrylate (IPMMA) beads of vaiied crisslink densities, fi om 2
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10 mol%, show little difference ia steady shear viscosity and dynamic mioduli.

The steady shear viscosity of PMMA matrix filled with 20% of crosslinked polymeric beads

is illustrated in Figure 4. From measurements of stress output as a fun.tion of time in steady shear

experiments, we find that the total strain approximates 7, when the stress output of the composite

reaches a steady state, depending on the nature of the composite and the shear rate. At low shear

rates, stress curves are smooth and show initial monotonic increases with time. At higher shear

rates, we observe stress overshoot, associated with the yield phienomena. A comparison of the

stress output from steady shear experiments on composites of 20% PS beads or 20% PMMA beads

in the PMMA matrix, indicates that the latter system stabilizes readily (between 10-30 seconds),

while the forner stabilizes slowly and exhibits stress overshoot at higher shear rates. Storage ad

loss moduli for composites with a PMMA matrix are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. In

the PMMA matrix, PS beads of different crosslink densities, from 2-10 mol%, produce little

difference in steady shear viscosity and dynamic moduli,

The steady shear viscosity of PBMA matrix filled with 20% of crosslinked polymeric beads

is shown in Figure 7. Storage and loss moduli for the PBMA system aie shown in Figures 8 and

9, respectively. Again, in the PBMA matrix, PS beads of varied crosslink densities, from 2-10

mol%, produce similar rheological behavior.

The steady shear viscosity of PMMA matrix filled with vaious concentrations of t.Iosslinked

(2 mol%) PS beads, up to 40 weight%, is shown in Figure 10. Corresponding dynamic moduli are

shown in Figures 11 Iand 12. The steady shear viscosity of the PMMA matrix containing up to 40

weight% crosslinked (2 tool%) PMMA beads is shown in Figute 13. Corresponding dynamic

moduli are plotted in Figures 14 and 15.

DISCFJSSION

We have previously reported that polymer composites, containing monodisperse sied
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1

crosslinked-PS beads in a PS matrix, exhibit rheological behavior, in steady or oscillatory shear,

essentially, independent of bead size, from 200-800 nm, and crosslink density, from 1-10 reel%

crosslinks [5]. Similarly, in these studies, PS beads varying in crosslink density from 2-10 reol%,

do not differ in steady shear viscosity or dynamic moduli in several polymer matrices, including

PMMA, PBMA or a lower molecular weight PS. Moreover, PMMA beads of crosslink density,

varying from 2-10 mol%, do not differ rheologically in the low molecular weight PS matrix.

Current results are consistent with our earlier conclusion of an increase in steady shear viscosity

and dynamic moduli of polymer composites, with increasing volume fraction of crossilinked

polymeric beads, independent of bead size and crosslink density. I lowever, we observe that

rheological behavior is particularly sensitive to the composition of polymeric beads and matrices.

With increasing volume fraction of beads, filled composites often approach yield behavior,

in which the shear stress becomes independent of shear rate, calculated viscosities become

unbounded and low frequency dynamic moduli become independent of frequency. Yield behavior

results when filled melts exhibit solid-like behavior. It has been suggested [ 12-151, that the yield

phenomenon corresponds to the formation of an independent network of filler particles that

precludes flow. The formation of such a network depends on the interactions between beads, and

between beads and matrix, which affect the dispersion of beads, leading to bead aggloieration.

These interactions are, apparently, not sensitive to bead size (within a narrow iange), nor to bead

crosslink density. I lowever, such interactions are sensitive to the composition of beads and matrix.

Studies of the onset of yield behavior can be readily made by examining the slopes of double

log plots of steady shear viscosity against shear rate, as well as, slopes of double log plots of

dynamic moduli versus frequency. Moreover, plots of shear stress versus stiain rate, can be

analyzed to derive the magnitude of yield stresses. In steady shear iheolgy of polymer composites

achieving yield behavior, the slopc of the steady siear viscosity, on a double logarithiic plot

against shear rate, approaches -1. Since the viscosity is calculated from the ratio of shear stress to

shear (strain) rate, a slope of -1 indicates an indepenlence of shear stiess and shear iate. For the
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system of polymeric beads in a PS matrix (Figure 1), the composite becomes more non-Newto,

than the pure matrix, upon tle addition of polymeric beads, Pure PS shows a Newtonian phl

at low shear rates, as the steady shear viscosity is (almost) independent of shear rate. This w

be true for a larger range of shear rates, if the PS were of lower molar mass [ 12]. Ilere, sinct

pure PS matrix is of relatively high molar mass, tie steady shear viscosity of IS exhibits I

Newtonian behavior at increased shear rate [5]. At the higher shear rates, the viscosity decre

(almost) linearly with shear rate (on the double log plot), signifying shear thinning and power

behavior. Shear thinning, ordinarily, increases with th6 addition of polymeric beads 151.

lowest effect, among the various polymeric beads, is noted for crosslinked PS beads, which

"compatible" with the PS matrix, leading to a uniform dispersion of PS beads in the I'S matrix.

slopes of the steady shear viscosity at low shear rates increase absolutely from -0.07 to -0.37

we proceed from PS to PMMA to PEMA to P1MA beads. Corresponding, calculated solubi

parameter values are 9.5 (PS), 9.0 (PMMA), 8.9 (PEMA) and 8.7 (PBMA) 134J. 5olubi

parameters measure the interactions between molecules, and show that the PS matrix varies

miscibility with polymeric beads of different composition. As a result, PBMA beads are n1

likely to approach yield behavior, by agglomerating within the I'S matrix, and I'S filled w

PBMA beads showed the largest negative slope. Yield stresses for the polymcri c lomposites n."

be estimated from Casson plots of the square root of shear stress against the square root of she

rate [25, 35, 36J. While, none of the PS composites clearly exhibits yield behavior, all appar(

yield stress may be derived, which increases for 20% filled PS composites, in the order I'S

PMMA < PEMA < PBMA, reaching 146 Pa for the latter system. This value is similar to the yic

stress for 30% of low surface area carbon black dispersed in a PS matrix (131.

Corresponding plots of dynamic moduli (Figures 2 and 3) indicate initial slopes of 1.25 f

G' and 0.95 for G" for pure PS. Since the strain amplitude in our oscillatory measuremen

approximates 5%, we believe that the dynamic mechanical data are in a linear range. Line;

viscoelastic liquids would exhibit corresponding slopes of 2 and 1, respectively 1371. The shlpe

the storage modulus, G', decreases from 2, depending on the molecular weighl of the PS matli:

-O
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system of polymeric beads in a PS matrix (Figure 1), tile composite becomes more non-Newtonian,

than the pure matrix, upon the addition of polymeric beads, Pure PS shows a Newtonian plateau

at low shcar rates, as the steady shear viscosity is (almost) independent of shear rate. This would

be true for a larger range of shear rates, if the PS were of lower molar mass [ 12]. 1 lere, since the

pure PS matrix is of relatively high molar mass, the steady shear viscosity of PS exhibits sion-

Newtonian behavior at increased shear rate 15]. At the higher shear rates, the viscosity decreases

(almost) linearly with shear rate (on the double log plot), signifying shear thinning and power law

behavior. Shear thinning, ordinarily, increases with th addition of polymeric beads 151. The

lowest effect, among the various polymeric beads, is noted for crosslinked PS beads, which are

"compatible" with the PS matrix, leading to a uniform dispersion of PS beads in the I'S matrix, The

slopes of the steady shear viscosity at low shear rates increase absolutely from -0.07 to -0.37, as

we proceed from PS to PMMA to PEMA to PI3MA beads. Corresponding, calculated solubility

parameter values are 9.5 (PS), 9.0 (PMMA), 8.9 (PEMA) and 8.7 (PI3MA) 1341. Solubility

parameters measure the interactions between molecules, and show that the I'S matrix varies in

miscibility with polymeric beads of different composition. As a result, PBMA beads are most

likely to approach yield behavior, by agglomerating within the I'S matrix, and I'S filled with

PBMA beads showed the largest negative slope. Yield stresses for the polymeric composites may

be estimated from Casson plots of the square root of shear stress against the square root of shear

rate [25, 35, 361. While, none of the PS composites clearly exhibits yield behavior, an apparent

yield stress may be derived, which increases for 20% filled PS composites, in the order I'S <

PMMA < PEMA < PBMA, reaching 146 Pa for the latter system. This value is similar to the yield

stress for 30% of low surface area carbon black dispersed in a PS matrix (131.

Corresponding plots of dynamic moduli (Figures 2 and 3) indicate initial slopes of 1.25 for

G' and 0.95 for G" for pure PS. Since the strain amplitude in our oscillatory nicasurements

approximates 5%, we believe that the dynamic mechanical data are in a linear range. Linear

viscoelastic liquids would exhibit coiTesponding slopes of 2 and 1, respectively 1371. 'he slope of

the storagc modulus, G', decreases from 2, depending on the molecular weight of the PS matt ix.
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Comparison of initial slopes of log G' versus log ,o at 200"C have been reported [5]. The slope of

the loss modulus curve is much less sensitive to molar mass. With the addition of filler, slopes of

dynamic moduli decrease as filled composites deviate further from Newtonian behavior. Again,

the initial slope of G' decreases, in the same order of bcad composition observed for "increasing"

steady shear viscosity, to 0,70 for PBMA beads (Figure 2), while the initial slope of G" has

decreased to 0.72 for PBMA beads (Figure 3). A comparison of dynamic mechanical and steady

shear data indicates that the Cox-Merz relation [38-43] is not applicable to filled polymers.

Similarly, we can compare beads of different compositibn in a PMMA matrix. The steady

shear viscosity of pure PMMA is slightly shear thinning over the range of shear rates measured

(Figure 4). The zero shear viscosity of pure PMMA approximates 2300 Pa.s, which is more than

two orders of magnitude higher than PS of comparable molar mass [ 121. The viscosity of polymer

melts depends on the number of atoms in the chain backbone (proportional to molar mass) and a

temperature dependent friction factor per chain atom [441. A marked change in the molar mass

dependence occurs above the entanglement molecular weight of the polymer. Since, the

entanglement molecular weight for PMMA is lower than that of PS [451, the melt viscosity of a

larger fraction of PMMA molecules varies approxim,.tely as M3A, whereas, many PS molecules

vary linearly with molar mass 1451. Moreover, the friction factor for PMMA is much higher than

that for PS [461. The addition of 20% PMMA beads leads to a very large increase in viscosity,

producing an almost parallel curve to that for the pure matrix (Figure 4). Large viscosity

enhancements and parallel curves have been reported for dispersions of caibon black in a PBMA

matrix [12]. It was suggested, that increased interactions, between a pulai filler and a polar iatt ix,

lead to large increases in steady shear viscosity. Similarly, increasing polar interactions in the

P13MA matrix (Figure 7) lead to large enhancements in steady slicar viscosity. In the PNIMA

matrix, PS beads exhibit an initial slope of steady shear viscosity of .0.7, PENIA beads show a

slope of -0.49 and PBMA beads show a slope of -0.56 (l'igure 4). Thus, PS beads appear to be leist

compatible with the PMMA matix and contiposites appiach yield behavitir. The diffeteeme il,
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solubility parameter, A8, is the largest for PS beads in a PMMA matrix. Dynamic moduli show

analogous results. In thei PMMA matrix, I'S and PBMA beads produce the largest effects and

approach yield behavior, with the initial slope of G' approximating 0.21 (Figure 5), while G"

approximates 0.34 (Figure 6), for composites of the IPMMA matrix containing either PS or PUBMA

beads. Dynamic moduli of pure PMMA are not linear with frequency on double logarithmic plots

(Figures 5 and 6), probably as a result of high polar interactions between PMMA molecules. Witli

increasing hydrocarbon content, both I'S and PBMA beads are less miscible with the PMMA

matrix, and show A, - 0.3-0.5, and tend to agglomerate and approach yield behavior. EIEMA beads

exhibit intermediate behavior. Calculations of apparent yield stresses from Casson plots 125, 35,

361, for the PMMA matrix, show that the highest yield stress corresponds to I'S beads (429 P'a),

PBMA beads are next (345 Pa), then, PEMA beads (115 Pa), while PMMA beads do not induce a

yield stress with a PMMA matrix.

The steady shear viscosity of pure PBMA at 150"C is very similar in magnitude and shear

rate dependence to that of pure PMMA at 200"C. The zero shrear viscosity of PMMA is 2300 Pa

(Figure 4) while that of PBMA is 2000 Pa (Figure 7). The wcght average molar mass ( w7 ) of tie

PBMA is determined by GPC to be 170,000, using a PMMA calibration, while 7W of the PMMA

is 36,000 from GPC using a PMMA calibration. Thus, Mw for PBMA is almost 5 times that of

PMMA. Again, the entanglement spacing for PBMA considerably exceeds that for PMMA [451,

so that, 1br PMMA, the steady shear viscosity would be a higher function of w.

The steady shear viscosity of filled PBMA composites produces a series of parallel lines with

small power law slopes (-0.27), (Figure 7). 1 lowever, the minimum viscosity enhancement is

shown by the inclusion of PBMA beads in the PBMA matrix. Again, beads of identical

composition to the matrix, are most likely to be uniformly dispersed and least likely to

agglomerate. Apparently, uniform and stable bead dispersions exhibit the lo%,,est ilicological

parameters, Similarly, dynamic moduli increase on tie ad.litio Jof crossliiiked puyl ),l i beads,

with similar enhancements for PS and PMMA beads, and mininiium erihamcn.eieni fyt PBMA Ucads

11
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(Figures:8 and 9).

Compared to beads of different composition, PBMA beads show, relatively, the smallest

increases in steady shear viscosity and dynamic moduli in a PBMA matrix. The overall increase

in steady shear viscosity and dynamic moduli, caused by the addition of PBMA beads to the PBMA

matrix, is large, because of strong polar interactions between bead and matrix. Moreover, G' and

G" curves, for PBMA beads in the PBMA matrix, are "normally" shaped and approach lincar

(Newtonian) behavior at low frequencies, with slopes of 1.05 (Figure 8) and 0.84 (Figure 9),

respectively. Casson plots 125, 35, 36J of shear stresses for PBMA composites exhibit a very low

yield stress (73 Pa) for both PMMA and PS beads in PBMA matrix and only 46 Pa for PBMA beads

in PBMA. Yield stresses calculated from steady shear data indicate the strength of a filler network

or the agglomerates of beads that impede flow. The highest yield stresses were calculated for PS

(429 Pa) and PBMA (345 Pa) beads in the PMMA matrix.

The development of a yield stress may be seen by increasing the concentration of beads in a

matrix in which the beads are immiscible. Accordingly, we compared the effects of loading a

PMMA matrix with various concentrations of PMMA and PS beads. Corresponding studies of

PMMA and PS beads in a PS matrix showed that, in such composites, these 1)eads were

rheologically indistinguishable (Figures 1, 2 and 3). In the non-poiar PS matrix, IMMA and I'S

beads appear to behave similarly. I'S composites with increased A8 134], such as PIMA or PIMA

beads, in a PS matrix, exhibit increased rheological enhancement. The steady shear viscosity of

PMMA matrix, filled with various concentrations of crosslinked PS beads (Figure 10), shows yield

behavior at 30 and 40% filler loading. For both these compositions, the slope of the steady shear

viscosity versus shear rate is -1 on a double log plot at low shear rates. Similarly, for these

concentrations of PS beads in the PMMA matrix, dynamic moduli became almost holi izontal or

independent of frequency at low frequencies (Figures 11 and 12). Because PS molecules at the

bead surfaces are rejected by PMMA molecules in the matrix, PS beads way cluster in the PMMA

matrix at elevated temperature. As a result, such composites exhibit highly ntn-Ne, tuniant

12



behavior. Casson plots [25, 35, 36] extrapolate to yield stresses for 30% of PS beads of 1082 Pa

and for 40% PS beads of 2362 Pa, in the PMMA matrix. Such yield stresses are about an order of

magnitude lower than those shown by carbon black of surface area 625 m2/g in various polymeric

matrices, which for 30% loading shows a yield stress of 1.6 x 104 Pa [131. The surface area of the

400 unm PS beads is 14 m2/g. The yield stress for PBMA containing 30% carbon black of surface

area 24 m2/g is reported to be 430 Pa [13].

If we examine the PMMA matrix filled with various amounts of crosslinkcd PMMA beads,

we find steady shear viscosities exhibiting slight power law dependence (Figure 13) and dynamic

nirduli with almost parallel curves (Figures 14 and 15). In the PMMA matrix, it is likely that

PMMA beads are uniformly dispersed, and remain so, at moderate shear rates and frequencies. As

a result, rheological enhancements are minimal. Only at 40% loading, are there deviations from

parallel curves of storage modulus versus frequency (Figure 14). Casson plots 125, 35, 361 for

PMMA beads in the PMMA matrix, fail to show a yield stress, even up to 40% loading.

CONCLUSIONS

Steady shear viscosities and dynamic moduli of polymer composites, consisting of

combinations of polystyrene (PS) and polymethacrylates (PMA), increase with increasing volume

fraction of crosslinked polymeric beads, independent of the crosslink density of tie beads, froi 2-

10 mol% crosslinking. Viscosities and moduli were sensitive to the chemical composition of beads

and matrices. In a PS matrix, PS and PMMA beads are, almost, rheologically indistinguishable.

lowever, PBMA beads produce larger changes in a PS matrix. In a PMMA matrix, beads of

different composition exhibit large differences in steady sheau viscosity and dynamic miduli.

Here, PS and PMMA beads differ widely, especially at low shear rates and frequencies. A lirge

viscosity enhancement and a parallel curve of viscosity versus shear rte, compared to the pure

PMMA matrix, characterize PMMA bead filled PMMA. Beads of other compositions pIoduce

highly non Ncwtonian w.mposites with the PMMA niatix. PMMA cumposites, filled wvith I'S tir

13
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POMA-beads, approac yield behavior, -wiih PS bead filled PMMA showing the higher yield stress

(429 Pa)i a,20% loading. B~ead flled PBMA ecomplosites -'produc crves of steady.;shear viseosities

and dyiuuiiic moduli that are almost- parallel to those of the pure PUMA "latrix, and apProach

Newtonian behavior.

it gcneral, crosslinkcd beads of identical chemical composition to die t1Iwtrix exhibit file

lowest viscosity enhancements in steady shear (at low shear rates) and the lowest ,,odluli ill

dynaiim, mechanical analysis. We suggest that beads identical in compostition to the irix are

most likely to be unifornily dispersed by miuxing, during sample preparation, and least likely :o

agglomerate at clcvatcd tcemperaturcs. Moreover, we propose that uniformn and stable bead

dispersions exhibit the lowest rheological paranxtcrs. 1Ibis suggestion is supported by studies on!

PMMA matrices filled with various concentrations of PS and PMMA beads. For a PNIA ,natrix

filled with up to 40 wt% PMMA beads, enuhancements in stcady shear viscosities or dynaic

mnoduli arc small and composites yield theological curves that approach Newtonian behavior alld

are parallel to those for pure PMMA. In the PMMA nvorix, it is likely that PMMA beads form i

uniform and stable dispersions. In sharp contrast, PS beads have very large theological effects on,

the PMMA matrix. Large enhancements in steady shear viscosity result foIl the qddihiohl of I'S

beads and yield behavior is exhibited at 30 and 40% filler loading, as the shear stress becomies

independent of shear ratc, and yield stresses of 1100 aid 2400 Pa are derived, respectively.

Moreover, dynamic mod~uli for these systems become almost horizontal or independeit, of

frequency at low frequencies. PS beads may coagulate in thie PMMA matrix at eleval~d

temperatures, forming networks of clustered beads. As a result, such composites exhibit highly

non-Newtonian behavior, The shear siress becomes independent of shear rate and the dynamic

mtoduli blecomne independent of frequency. At higher shear rates, I'S be-ad agglomecrates are broken

and the steady shecar viscosities convecrge. Yicld stresses inay represenit the sttiligth of the beadi

network. 'Iliesc values were soinwhat higher thani correcsponding yield stresses ror carbon black

of similar surface area,
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LIST-OF FIGURES

1. Steady shear viscosity (q1) at 200'C and at several shear rates (j') of PS filled with 20%. of
crosslinked polymer beads.

o pure PS matrix

x with.PS beads

* with PMMA beads

+ with PEMA beads

., with PBMA beads

2. Storage modulus (G') at several frequencies (I) from dynamic mechanical analysis of PS
composites from Figure 1.

3. Loss modulus (G") at several frequencies (1) from dynamic mechanical analysis of PS
composites from Figure 1.

4. Steady shear viscosity (TI) at 200'C and at several shear rates (') of PMMA filled with 20%

of crosslinked polymer beads.

O pure PMMA matrix

x with PS beads

* with PMMA beads

+ with PEMA beads

. with PBMA beads

5. Storage modulus (G') at several frequencies V) from dynamic mechanical analysis of PMMA
composites from Figure 4.
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6 Loss modulus"(G") at severl,friequncies (I) from dynamc mehanical alysis of PMMA
composites from-Figure4.

7. Steady shear viscosity (qj) at 150"C and at several shear rates (;) &f PUMA filled with 20%
of crosslinked polymer beads.

O pure PBMA matrix

x with PS-beads

* with PMMA beads

with PBMA beads

8. Storage modulus (G') at several frequencies (1) from dynamic mechanical analysis of PBMA
composites from Figure 7.

9. Loss modulus (G") at several frequencies 09 from dynamic mechanical analysis of PBMA
composites from Figure 7.

10. Steady shear viscosity (q1) at 200"C and at several shearrates ( ) of PMMA filled with various

concentrations of crosslinked PS beads (2% DVB).

o pure PMMA matrix

x 10 wt% of beads

* 20 wt% of beads

+ 30 wt% of beads

* 40 wt% of beads

11. Storage modulu (G') at sevcral frequencies ( from dymmic mcehanical analysis of PIMMA
composites with PS beads from Figure 10.

12. Loss modulus (G") at several frequencies (f) fum dynamic mechanical analysis of PMMA
composites with PS beads from Figure 10.
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13. Steady shearviscosity (II) at 200,C and atseveral shear rates (') of PMMA filled with various
concentrations of crosslinked PMMA beads (2% EDGMA).

O pure PMMA matrix

x 10 wt% ofbeads

* 20 wt% of beads

+ 30 wt% of beads

. 40 wt% of beads

14. Storage modulus (G') at several frequencies (/) from dynamic mechanical analysis of I'M'MA

composites-with PMMA beads from Figure 13.

15. Loss modulus (G") at several frequencies (V) from dynamic mechanical analysis of PMMA
composites with PMMA beads from Figure 13.
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